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PERSONS PRESENT:

The workshop was attended by approximately 30 geoscientists, computer scientists,
mathematicians, engineers, and graduate students interested In the volcanological perspectives
of mass flow modeling and simulations. The meeting was hosted by the State University of New
York at Buffalo (SUNY-Buffalo) and sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF).

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF TRIP:

Geophysical mass flows, including rock falls, debris flows, avalanches, and lava flows, may
have devastating consequences for the human population. New simulation tools are needed to
estimate hazards in order to formulate public safety policy. Workshop participants were
interested in the development of new strategies for risk management from geophysical mass
flows related to volcanoes. Key Issues addressed during the workshop included: (1)
development and distribution of realistic simulations of geophysical mass flows utilizing
improved physical models; (2) integrating data from several sources, Including simulation
results, remote sensing, and Geographical Information Systems (GIS); (3) development of
decision-support systems using new methodologies for communicating information through
suitable visualization and collaborative technologies; and (4) quantification of errors due to
uncertainty In Input data and model parameters. I attended the workshop to survey new
developments In the analysis of volcanic risks and to learn of advances In the development of
realistic models based on the physical behavior of materials.

SUMMARY OF PERTINENT POINTS:

The workshop was divided into six sessions: (1) new simulations, (2) applications of modeling
and simulations in volcanic risk analysis, (3) modeling Issues, (4) future issues, (5) GIS issues,
and (6) visualization and collaborative environments. There were two to three presentations per
session, but roundtable discussions were limited. All speakers broadcast from the ACCESS
Grid Room (http:/lWww.accessgrid.orgf) In the Center for Computational Research (CCR). CCR
(httpJ//www.ccr.buffalo.edu) is an academic supercomputing center that specializes in high-
performance computing and high-end visualization. Most workshop participants viewed the
speakers via live stream projection (including multiple webcams) in a room on the next floor.
This allowed for a degree of remote participation as at least one student watched through the
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accessgrid node (or VRVS) from the Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico (UNAM) In
Mexico City. (This link did not work on the second day of the meeting, perhaps because of the
power blackout In the Northeast USA and Canada.)

The first session focused on the development of TITAN2D, a new simulation tool for
geophysical mass flows incorporating the latest computational and numerical methodology.
TITAN2D was developed at SUNY-Buffalo as an Interdisciplinary research project funded by
NSF. Speakers in the opening session Included Abani Patra, Andrew Bauer, Constantin
Nichita, and Marcus Bursik (all from SUNY-Buffalo). The presentations discussed the
techniques used in the TITAN2D code and their integration along with the program of code
verification and validation. Highlights of TITAN2D can be summarized as follows: (1) uses
large-scale computations to produce realistic simulations of destructive mass flows, (2) can be
integrated with GIS to obtain terrain/cultural features, (3) can be integrated with multi-scale
visualization tools, (4) uses adaptive meshing and parallel computing for accuracy, (5) runs
efficiently on a range of computers from laptops to large clusters, and (6) employs a simple user
interface for application users - open architecture for scientific developers.

In the following session, Michael Sheridan (SUNY-Buffalo) presented the volcanological
perspectives on the application of mass-flow models. He compared TITAN2D to FLOW3D, an
earlier sliding block (Coulomb) model. Unlike FLOW3D, TITAN2D is for depth-averaged, thin-
layer granular flows. This newer model solves conservation equations for mass and momentum
with a Coulomb-type friction term at the basal interface. To test TITAN2D performance, the
1963 Little Tahoma Peak avalanches at Mount Rainier, Washington, were used for calibration.
Then Tungurahua volcano in Ecuador was used as a case for comparison. The results from
both models were similar, but the TITAN2D simulation was believed to be more accurate.
Dr. Sheridan's presentation concluded with two Interesting points: (1) realistic visualization of
computer models can be useful in describing mass flows and portraying them to potential end
users, and (2) current models can achieve about 50% confidence in predictive values based on
accurate calibration of parameters and boundary conditions.

Mark Stasiuk of the Geological Survey of Canada reported on the status of the Multinational
Andean Project: Geoscience for Andean Communities. Seven participating South American
countries are receiving assistance to collect, integrate, and deliver geological hazard
information. This effort aims to work within the mandates of the individual geoscience agencies
to address hazards and to assist other agencies with mandates in risk and vulnerability
reduction to use geoscience information In their work. Dr. Stasiuk also reported on a sub-
project entitled HazSim, hazard modeling software to aid assessment.

Modeling issues was the subject of the third session. Nico Gray from the University of
Manchester discussed shock waves, dead-zones, and particle-free regions In rapid granular
avalanches. E. Bruce Pitman (SUNY-Buffalo) elaborated on TITAN2D and modeling debris
flows from the vantage point of a mathematician. He concluded that TITAN2D Is a robust
mathematical model. The weaknesses of present volcanological models are that realistic
rheology still eludes us and that we must quantify the "impact of uncertainty", including material
parameters, simulation initiation (i.e., pile dimensions and starting point or points of model runs),
and topography. Topography actually means the digital elevation model (DEM) being used in
hazard assessment. A recurring topic of discussion was that the mass-flow model was only as
good as the supporting DEM.
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This session concluded with a talk by Massimo Favalli of the University of Pisa, Italy. He spoke
on the topic of computer simulations of lava flows and applications to the 2001 and 2002
eruptions of Mount Etna. Their Downflow model Is a probabilistic steepest-path approach run
on regular grids. It is able to provide quick Invasion maps with good accuracy, but It cannot
predict time evolution and flow runout. Their Cella model Is a cellular automata code designed
for square meshes. It was able to compute the dynamical evolution of the flow field, but its
results are quite sensitive to the implemented Theological and thermal equations. Dr. Favalli's
presentation generated another discussion on the resolution of DEMs and DEM construction,
especially from contour maps.

Future issues was the topic of the fourth and final session of the first day. T. I. Zohdi (University
of California, Berkeley) addressed both the theoretical and Implementation aspects of particle-
based models for granular flows. John Godchaux (Arizona State University) discussed the
social context of volcanic hazard management, a topic encompassing public education, access
restrictions, and evacuation.

The second day of the workshop featured sessions on GIS issues and visualization and
collaborative environments. Helena Mitasova (North Carolina State University) examined
modeling landscape fluxes in open source GIS. This topic incorporated watershed analysis and
water flow or hydrologic simulation (in part using the Geographic Resources Analysis Support
System or GRASS). Contributing a geographers point of view, Chris Renschler (SUNY-Buffalo)
addressed integrating spatial models with GIS, while emphasizing data, scale, and uncertainty
issues. Don Murray of the Unidata Program Center (UCAR, Boulder) introduced the Integrated
Data Viewer (IDV). This Is a scientific analysis and visualization tool that can provide 2- and
3-D displays of geoscience data and Is freely available with a JavaTM framework (and built on
VisAD library). Unidata Is looking to work with other groups to enhance and expand the IDV
capabilities.

Thenkurussi ('Kesh") Kesavadas, Eliot Winer, and Christina Bloebaum (all SUNY-Buffalo)
elaborated on the topics of platform independent visualization, data portability, and collaboration
for real-time volcanic risk mitigation. One practical assessment tool for volcano hazard
evaluation may be GeoDRAT (Geo-spatial Dynamic Response Assessment Tool). It Is based
on GIS technology and customized for the specific purpose of evaluating likely hazard scenarios
in a volcano landscape. Therefore, GeoDRAT is a platform for communication among various
interest groups, such as civil protection authorities, government officials, scientists, and
stakeholders, for efficient assessment and management of risks related to volcanic hazards.
The workshop concluded with demonstrations at NYSCEDII, the New York State Center for
Engineering Design and Industrial Innovation (http:/ilww.nyscedii.buffalo.edul).

IMPRESSIONSICONCLUSIONS:

A new generation of process-based models Is being developed for volcanological and geologic
hazard applications. Concurrently, there Is a new generation of georeferenced data with high
spatial and temporal resolution and demanding storage requirements. These new data require
new methods for processing and analysis, but should be able to be coupled with GIS.
Researchers, community leaders, and emergency response managers seek platform
independence whether the operating system is Windows, Linux, Irix, Solaris, or others in
development. With this in mind, the goals expressed at this workshop included real-time
collaboration, an intuitive interface, fully 3-D visualization capabilities, improved modes of
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communication, and client-side application control. The point was made that there is a need to
work together for data exchange, training, development of standards (VO, quality control, etc.),
and reviews of models and recommendations. Despite these Improvements and goals, It is
readily noted that the utility of the hazard model is often limited by the quality of the digital
elevation model. Perhaps more emphasis should be placed In the near future on acquiring or
producing more accurate DEMs, especially in those countries that do not have the resources of
the United States.

It is my understanding that TITAN2D will be freely distributed and I requested a copy. It does
require training, but supposedly there Is a tutorial. I still have questions regarding the erosion
termn in TITAN2D and its apparent lack of a thermodynamic component, which could be
significant in some types of volcanic flows.

The meeting was highly informative and helped me begin the process of catching up with
developments in the fields of volcanic hazards, numerical modeling, and computer applications.
Although there was a strong presence of people from SUNY-Buffalo, the host, there could be
some future collaborative efforts or exchanges. However, despite being a workshop, there was
not much time allocated for roundtable discussions or charting future directions.
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